Professional Development Resources for Prospectus or Proposal
Write Well, with Strong Language and Little or no Redundancy

Academic Writing Subtleties
Avoiding Unconscious Plagiarism
Organizing Your Ideas for Writing
The MEAL Plan: The #1 Food for Academic Writing

Build a Conceptual Framework for Those Ideas

Overview of Once Complete Lit Review Process, a Series of 15 Minute Presentations by a Researcher
Building the Conceptual Frame
Conceptual Design: Building a Literature “Deck”

Read and Organize Literature from Their Fields

Paraphrasing: Interpreting Other People’s Ideas
Using Strategies to Improve Academic Reading
Critical Analysis: A Door to Success
Translating Research Language from One Field to Another

Define a Cohesive Methodology

Storytelling and Science for Qualitative and Quantitative Research
The Basics of Research Questions and Methodology
Choosing Research Design and Methods
Significance
The Flow of Methodology: A Cross Comparison of Finished Work